Deir el-Medina and the Theban Necropolis in Contact: Describing the interactions within and outside the community of workmen

Final schedule

Monday 27.10.2014
ULg, Place du XX-Août, 4000 Liège (Salle des Professeurs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speakers and Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8h45   | A. Dorn & S. Polis  
*Introduction*                                                                 |
| 9h00   | C. Gobeil  
*The site of Deir el-Medina: an unfinished portrait. Legacies and new approaches at the dawn of the French mission’s centennial* |
| 9h45   | D. Michaux-Colombot  
*Defining Md3yw and 3tw duties in the Theban Necropolis, facts and fictions*            |
| 10h15  | H. Navratilova  
*Traces of a community of workmen in Memphis?*                                           |
| 10h45  | **Coffee break**                                                                      |
| 11h15  | L. Bavay  
*Vizier Khay and the community of Deir el-Medina*                                       |
| 12h00  | K. Gabler  
*Could I stay or could I go? Relations between the Deir el-Medina community and their service personnel* |
| 12h30  | **Lunch**                                                                             |
| 14h00  | B.J.J. Haring  
*Popular, but unique? The necropolis workmen’s system of identity marks*               |
| 14h45  | D. Sweeney  
*Cattle at Deir el-Medina*                                                              |
| 15h15  | P. Vernus  
*The circulation of “literary” texts in the Deir el-Medina community: Two remarkable instances* |
| 16h00  | **Coffee break**                                                                       |
| 16h30  | Essam Mohamed El Said  
*Manifestations of Mut Cult at Deir el-Medina*                                           |
| 17h00  | F. Hagen  
*The Late-Egyptian Miscellanies at Deir el-Medina*                                       |
| 17h45  | E. Wells  
*Religion, Ritual and Relationships: votive practice as a community building and networking device at Deir el-Medina* |
| 18h15  | **End of 1st day**                                                                     |
Tuesday 28.10.2014  
ULg, Place du XX-Août, 4000 Liège (Salle des Professeurs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speakers and Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9h00   | R.J. Demarée  
*A fragment of a ship’s log dating to the late New Kingdom recording the business travels by Dhutmose?* |
| 9h45   | P. Berg  
*Textual references to mobility in administrative texts from Deir el-Medina* |
| 10h15  | J. Troche  
*The living dead* |
| 10h45  | **Coffee break** |
| 11h15  | D. Laboury  
*On the alleged involvement of Deir el-Medineh crew in the making of elite tombs in the Theban Necropolis during the 18th dynasty. A Reassessment* |
| 12h00  | P. Marini  
*Shabti-boxes and their representations on wall paintings in tombs at Deir el-Medina* |
| 12h30  | **Lunch** |
| 14h00  | G. Andreu  
*La fabrique des ostraca (Lecture in English)* |
| 14h30  | P. Grandet  
*Quelques ostraca de l’IFAO* |
| 15h15  | Enrico Ferraris, Federico Poole & Paolo del Vesco  
*Deir el-Medina in the Egyptian Museum of Turin: An Overview, and the Way Forward* |
| 15h45  | **Coffee break** |
| 16h15  | K. Cooney  
*Competition and Bribery in the Deir el Medina Workplace* |
| 17h00  | C. Hue-Arcé  
*Interpersonal violence: its legal treatment in Deir el-Medina* |
| 17h30  | A. Austin  
*Contending with illness at Deir el-Medina* |
| 18h00  | **End of 2nd day** (conference dinner) |
### Time | Speakers and Titles
--- | ---
9h00 | H.-W. Fischer-Elfert  
*From the hieratic ostraca collection of the Egyptian Museum - Georg Steindorff - at Leipzig University*

9h45 | M. Á. Moliner Polo  
*The mummy of Isis, Sennedjem's granddaughter*

10h15 | J. Toivari-Viitala  
*Aspects of interaction as seen in the finds of the Finnish Mission from the workmen's huts in the Theban mountains*

10h45 | **Coffee break**

11h15 | A. Boud’hors  
*Moines et laïcs dans la nécropole thébaine (7e-8e siècles) : frontières et interactions entre deux modes de vie*

12h00 | A.-C. Salmas  
*Space and society at Deir el-Medina: Delineating the territory of a specific ‘social world’*

12h30 | **Lunch**

14h00 | J. Winand  
*Between dialect and idiolect in Deir el-Medina*

14h45 | Amr Kamel Omar  
*Possible Origin of Form ‘$n + GN’*

15h15 | C. Ragazzoli  
*Secondary epigraphy in Deir el-Medina: Evidence for scribal sociability and schooling (a preliminary field report)*

15h45 | **Coffee break**

16h15 | S. Hudson  
*Scribe ‘B’: Authorship and Attribution in Twentieth Dynasty Administrative Texts*

16h45 | A. Dorn & S. Polis  
*The end of palaeography for identification purposes? About scribes and handwritings during the 20th dynasty: Amennakhte, his school and his colleagues*

17h30 | T. Gillen  
*Conclusions & perspectives*

ca. 18h00 | **End of the conference**